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Abstract: Terrestrial Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR), also referred to as terrestrial laser
scanning (TLS), has gained increasing popularity in terms of providing highly detailed microtopography with millimetric measurement precision and accuracy. However, accurately depicting
terrain under dense vegetation remains a challenge due to the blocking of signal and the lack of
nearby ground. Without dependence on historical data, this research proposes a novel and rapid
solution to map densely vegetated coastal environments by integrating terrestrial LiDAR with GPS
surveys. To verify and improve the application of terrestrial LiDAR in coastal dense-vegetation
areas, we set up eleven scans of terrestrial LiDAR in October 2015 along a sand berm with vegetation
planted in Plaquemines Parish of Louisiana. At the same time, 2634 GPS points were collected for
the accuracy assessment of terrain mapping and terrain correction. Object-oriented classification
was applied to classify the whole berm into tall vegetation, low vegetation and bare ground, with
an overall accuracy of 92.7% and a kappa value of 0.89. Based on the classification results, terrain
correction was conducted for the tall-vegetation and low-vegetation areas, respectively. An adaptive
correction factor was applied to the tall-vegetation area, and the 95th percentile error was calculated
as the correction factor from the surface model instead of the terrain model for the low-vegetation
area. The terrain correction method successfully reduced the mean error from 0.407 m to −0.068 m
(RMSE errors from 0.425 m to 0.146 m) in low vegetation and from 0.993 m to −0.098 m (RMSE from
1.070 m to 0.144 m) in tall vegetation.
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1. Introduction
Accurate topographic datasets are increasingly needed to detect rapid coastal morphological changes [1], which are critical for performing a reliable simulation of coastal
erosion [2] and predicting areas at risk of storm-surge flooding [3]. Timely topographic
mapping for the assessment of changes in coastal morphology following disturbance (e.g.,
floods, storm surges and hurricanes) helps understand the sustainability of coastal communities, structures and ecosystems [4]. Elevation profiles, measured by total station, leveling
instrument, and global position system (GPS) surveys in representative locations, are commonly used for coastal topographic mapping and analysis [5–7]. However, considering
the spatial heterogeneity of coastal lands and hydrodynamics, analysis based on a limited
number of profiles may be insufficient for an accurate survey of morphological changes
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over the large area [8]. Discrete profile samples may overlook areas with severe sediment
change because of the necessity to predetermine profile locations for periodical surveys
combined with the difficulty in predicting locations of severe change. High-accuracy topographic mapping requires a large array of sensors or more measurements [9], which can be
challenging and costly in field environments using these discrete measurement methods.
In recent decades, with advanced remote sensing developments, various remotely
sensed data have played an essential role in mapping and modeling coastal morphology [10]. Satellite images, such as Landsat thematic mapper (TM) images, are widely
applied in coastal morphological research studies [11], but they are restricted to large-scale
studies because of the relatively low spatial and temporal resolution. Additionally, a growing number of remotely sensed methods, such as photogrammetric stereo mapping [12],
radar [13] and Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) [14], have been used for coastal
morphological analysis and demonstrated superior advantages over discrete sampling
methods. However, accurate topographic mapping in coastal environments remains challenging for areas covered by dense vegetation that helps to stabilize sediment and prevent
land loss [15,16]. Previous studies have shown that such vegetation as trees, shrubs, and
grasses can cause significant errors in terrain mapping [17–20] that lead to error propagation in the following sediment dynamics and morphological change analysis [21,22].
Hutton and Brazier (2012) [22] examined the impact of uncertainty in the shuttle radar
topography mission (SRTM; 90 m resolution for global and 30 m for the United States) on
topographic indices and found significant impacts on watershed-scale analysis. Others
have studied the error propagation in aboveground biomass [23], plant growth [24], and
carbon estimation [25].
Among the new remote sensing technologies, terrestrial LiDAR has demonstrated
significant advantages for quick and accurate 3D topographical mapping [26], and started to
fill the gap between satellite-based remotely sensed mapping and tedious point-based field
surveys. Terrestrial LiDAR, also called terrestrial laser scanning, is a portable surveying
system mounted on a tripod that can rotate 360 degrees to acquire virtual reality-like
color-coded dense point clouds of the surrounding environment. Through positioning the
scanner at multiple locations and multi-site registration, the system can extend to large
area mapping. In addition, LiDAR technology is well known for producing multiple layers
in vegetated areas and provides advantages in characterizing the vertical structures of
vegetation. These unique characteristics make the terrestrial LiDAR system a suitable
solution to monitor coastal morphological changes and vegetation dynamics and a quickresponse surveying tool for wetland restoration to document landscapes at critical stages,
such as before and after wetland restoration or a disturbance (e.g., floods, storm surges,
and hurricanes), and for seasonal or annual surveys.
Known as a high-precision and high-resolution mapping tool, the terrestrial LiDAR
system provides a rapid and practical approach to map coastal micro-topography, which
has a considerable influence on the hydrology, the habitat variability including vegetation
patterns, and the functioning of ecosystems [27–29]. However, high uncertainty under
dense vegetation remains a significant challenge due to the inability of laser signals to
penetrate tall and dense vegetation [30]. Coveney and Fotheringham (2011) [31] explored
the terrestrial laser scan error in the presence of dense ground vegetation and clarified
the component contributions to elevation error deriving from vegetation occlusion, scan
co-registration errors, point-cloud geo-referencing errors and target position definition.
Compared with the other impact factors, they found that the error caused by vegetation
occlusion was relatively significant. Fan et al. (2014) [32] applied local-highest-point
and local-lowest-point filters to derive the vegetation height and the vegetation-induced
elevation error, respectively. They found that the elevation error due to ground vegetation
is affected by various parameters, principally the vegetation height and density, scan
distance, scan resolution and incidence angle.
Large errors of terrain estimation by terrestrial LiDAR in vegetated areas generally lead
to an unreliable micro-topography mapping. Low-accuracy micro-topography mapping
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cannot be input for future morphological analysis, so the results derived from terrestrial
LiDAR in vegetated environments need further corrections for quality micro-topography
mapping. Guarnieri et al. (2009) [33] presented a novel filter scheme for Terrestrial LiDAR
point cloud filtering integrated with GPS survey points to define ground points within
low and dense vegetation. They separated ground points from vegetation based on the
GPS survey points and refined the classification results for dense and sparse vegetation,
taking into account the reflectance of laser return intensity. The approach was applied in
a tidal marsh environment with continuous vegetation over a gentle slope and the result
is reasonable. Rodriguez-Caballero et al. (2016) [34] improved this method by adapting
the window size according to different types and sizes of plants. The accuracy of the
final DEMs (digital elevation models), which represent the bare-Earth surface without all
natural and built features, was improved by ~30% under dense canopy plants and over
~40% on the open spaces between plants. Che and Olsen (2017) [35] proposed a fast ground
filtering for terrestrial LiDAR data via Scanline Density Analysis. They first separated
the ground points, density features and unidentified points based on an analysis of point
density within each scanline. Then, they clustered the ground candidates by region growth
and further refined the ground points. The approach shows effectiveness and robustness
with datasets from both urban and natural environments. Researchers have improved
the micro-topography mapping by filtering or terrain correction, but most have focused
on sparse or short dense vegetation environments. Nevertheless, how terrestrial LiDAR
responds in the densely vegetated coastal environment has not been explored in depth.
This study aims to alleviate the difficulties and challenges in topographic mapping
under dense vegetation and develop a new local-adaptive terrain correction method by
integrating crown structures from terrestrial LiDAR with limited ground samples from
GPS for a portable, flexible and rapid mapping solution.
2. Study Site and Field Data Collection
As the state accounting for 80% of the wetland loss in the United States, Louisiana is
experiencing fast wetland loss due to combined factors including sea level rises, salt water
intrusion, and human activities [36]. The wetlands on the west side of the Mississippi
River near the Barataria Bay in Plaquemines Parish are representative as a land loss area,
where large areas of wetlands have disappeared in the past decades [37]. Located at
the Buras Boat Harbor, Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana (29◦ 200 51.2700 N, 89◦ 320 9.2500 W),
the study site suffered severe wetland degradation, as illustrated in Figure 1b,c, from
1998 to 2013. To prevent further wetland loss and protect the safety of levees, the wetland
restoration project was performed through the dredging of sediment and the reconstruction
of sand berms along the previous wetland bank in August 2014. The surveyed area is
the northwest sand berm highlighted in the red rectangle among the three reconstructed
berms illustrated in Figure 1d. The sand berm is approximately 380 m long and 25 m
wide and was reconstructed in 2014 with three types of vegetation planted. After one
year, two types of planted vegetation prevailed on the berm. One was the tall and dense
smooth cordgrass (spartina alterniflora) growing in low-elevation zones and the other was
low seashore paspalum (panicum vaginatum sw) spreading in high-elevation zones near
the centerline of the berm. A few other local vegetation species were found to be sparsely
scattered in high-elevation zones.
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Figure 1. (a) Study site at the Buras Boat Harbor, Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana. The images (b,c) are aerial photographs
from the USGS website demonstrating the wetland degradation from 1998 to 2013. The 2015 Google Earth image (d) shows
the landscape after berm reconstruction. The image (e) is the georeferenced image acquired in 2016 from Google Earth.

We conducted field data collection on 1 October 2015, using terrestrial LiDAR, with
eleven scan stations evenly distributed on areas with bare ground and low vegetation. The
terrestrial LiDAR system used in this research is Riegl VZ-1000, with a range measurement
precision of 5 mm and an accuracy of 8 mm for a 100 m range. It provides a high-density
measurement capability of up to 122,000 measurements/second, a 360◦ horizontal and 100◦
vertical field of view and a scanning range of 1400 m. A Trimble R10 GPS receiver with
access to the Louisiana State University C4G real-time network, which offers centimeterlevel measurement accuracy, was integrated with the terrestrial LiDAR to improve the
localization accuracy. After the LiDAR scan, the GPS system collected 2634 points along
seventy-six cross-berm transects with a 5-m cross-transect interval and half meter alongtransect interval and eleven more independent transects (six cross-berm and five alongberm transects) for accuracy assessment. All GPS surveys were conducted in the Louisiana
South State Plane with a datum of NAD 1983 and with the North American Vertical Datum
1988 (NAVD 88) vertical datum.
3. Methodology
3.1. Overview of an Adaptive Method for Terrain Correction
This section presents an adaptive method to assign terrain correction factors in densely
vegetated environments based on the crown structures obtained from terrestrial LiDAR,
vegetation types from object-oriented classification and terrain samples from GPS data. The
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conceptual workflow includes three main stages, as illustrated in Figure 2. Stage 1 conducts
terrestrial LiDAR scanning and generates an initial DEM following the procedures of
multi-station registration, noise removal and site clipping, and an iterative ground filtering
process. Stage 2 applies object-oriented classification based on the statistical raster layers
produced from interpolation and statistical resampling of the unfiltered point cloud from
stage 1 and compares it with pixel-based classification. Stage 3 corrects terrain for lowvegetation and tall-vegetation areas based on the classification result of stage 2. To correct
the terrain, the 95th percentile of errors correction factor is assigned to the digital surface
model (DSM) in the low-vegetation area, and the regression-based adjusted correction
factor is assigned to the DEM in the tall-vegetation area. The DSM captures both the natural
and artificial features from the environment, and the DSM mainly represents the vegetation
surface in this paper. The following sections illustrate and validate the application of this
method through a densely vegetated coastal wetland restoration site.

Figure 2. Workflow for DEM correction with the integration of GPS data.

3.2. Stage 1: Initial DEM Generation
Through tracking the time where a pulse occurred in a laser beam, as trigged by an
object, LiDAR technology can measure the location of the object and, hence, produces
dense point clouds with X, Y, and Z coordinates for objects on or above the ground
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surface. The derived raw LiDAR point clouds from the multi-site scanning of typical
coastal landscapes are a mixture of measurements from the ground, marshes, birds and
boats, and from artificial facilities such as floating buoys and buildings, as well as other
harbor infrastructure [19,26,38]. To generate DEM from these dense point surveys, points
reflected from the ground surface need to be filtered first and then interpolated into 3-D
terrain models of the terrain [39].
In this research, the processing of the collected terrestrial LiDAR data was performed
using the RiSCAN PRO software, which is the companion software for RIEGL terrestrial
LiDAR systems. A single scan results in millions of data points with X, Y and Z coordinates
and the point cloud can be viewed in 2D or 3D with color-coding by scanning range and
point intensity to enhance the studied objects. After collecting all the terrestrial LiDAR data
from the field, the first step of processing was to register all scan positions together through
multi-station registration to the NAD 1983 Louisiana South Plane coordinate system. In this
step, the performance of registration was dependent on the accuracy of the GPS associated
with the terrestrial LiDAR and targets. Integrated with Louisiana State University’s C4G
real-time network, the GPS provided the ability to obtain highly accurate positions. Then,
the second step was to remove noisy points manually and cut the whole dataset into the
designated study site area. In RiSCAN PRO, the 3D scene of the point cloud allows users to
rotate and view the point cloud from different angles. The noisy points, which are mainly
caused by reflectance on small particles in the air or on unexpected objects such as birds
and boats, clustered above the berm and on the nearby water surface. The noisy points
were identified visually and removed manually by viewing them from different angles in
the 3D scene. In this step, because of the huge data size, the noise removal was processed
for each scan, respectively, instead of the whole dataset. All the clean data were merged for
the next step of processing. Based on the results from the first two steps, an iterative process
was applied, which was a combined function that included filtering, triangulation and
separation, to generate point clouds for DEM. We performed the three-step iterative process
by using the built-in functions in RiSCAN PRO, including the 2.5 D raster filter, plane
triangulation and surface comparison. Step 1: the function 2.5 D raster filter generated
a rasterized point cloud by selecting the lowest point within each raster cell, which was
decided based on the XY reference plane and the raster width. Step 2: the function plane
triangulation created a meshed surface based on the point clouds from the 2.5 D raster filter.
Step 3: The function surface comparison used the meshed surface as a reference surface,
and selected and removed the non-ground points in the point clouds located outside the
distance threshold from the reference surface. The iterative process used an iteration of
steps 1–3 with a reduction in the raster width in the 2.5 D raster filter and a reduction
in the distance threshold in the surface comparison. We conducted five iterations with
parameters set up as shown in Table 1
Table 1. Parameters set up in the iterative process for removing non-ground points.
Iterations

Raster Width (m)

Distance Threshold (m)

1

10

15

2

5

7

3

2.5

3

4

0.75

0.5

5

0.5

0.1

After removing the non-ground points from the iterative process, we produced a point
cloud in *.las format, with an average point spacing of 6 cm, in Louisiana South State Plane,
which had a datum of NAD 1983 and the North American Vertical Datum 1988 (NAVD
88) vertical datum. The point cloud was imported into ArcGIS to generate an initial raster
DEM. The binning interpolation was previously proven to be an effective method to create
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raster images from LiDAR point clouds [40–42], and we set the type of cell assignment as
minimum and the void fill method as natural neighbor for the binning interpolation. The
cell size of the output DEM raster was chosen, based on the average point spacing of the
point clouds, to be 6 cm [43,44].
3.3. Stage 2: Object-Oriented Classification
When applying terrestrial LiDAR in coastal environments, it is difficult for the laser
signal to hit the ground by penetrating through dense vegetation. Our previous study
showed that ground filtering is problematic in areas with a steep slope and dense or low
vegetation [19]. Therefore, problems in this study site could potentially occur in areas
that are densely covered by tall and short vegetation. For example, tall smooth cordgrass
densely covered most areas along both sides of the sand berm, while seashore paspalum
dominated mostly the middle to center part of the berm with higher elevation. A few other
species originated from the soil and grew in relatively smaller populations after the first
year of berm construction. The vegetation can cause different levels of uncertainty in the
morphological modeling and, hence, should be quantified and corrected if possible.
Differences in the characteristics of vegetation, such as in height, density, etc., lead to
different impacts on signal transmission. Therefore, DEM correction based on land cover
classification is feasible. Hladik et al. (2013) [16] conducted a successful terrain correction in
a saltmarsh by integrating airborne LiDAR data with hyperspectral images. They combined
the classification with the LiDAR-derived DEM to correct elevation errors and reduced
the overall mean error and root mean square error (RMSE) of the DEM. McClure et al.
(2016) [45] applied correction factors to corresponding vegetation species and improved
the vertical accuracy of a 1-m LiDAR-derived DEM using an RTK GPS dataset and local
vegetation data within a tidal salt marsh.
In this study, the point cloud generated from the terrestrial LiDAR data was imported
into ArcGIS 10.3 and interpolated into rasters. As a result, four rasters were derived from
the interpolation, including maximum height, minimum height, mean height and height
difference. The resolution of these rasters was consistent with that of the initial DEM as
6 cm. All four rasters were imported into eCognition, a classification software package
based on object-oriented information extraction technology, to conduct the object-oriented
classification. As two main vegetation types prevailed on the berm, we can classify the
whole study site into three classes: tall vegetation dominated by smooth cordgrass, low
vegetation dominated by seashore paspalum, and other bare ground areas. Object-oriented
classification is based on the information from a set of similar pixels called image objects
and it outperforms pixel-based classification, in some cases, for the classification of highresolution images [46–50]. To compare it with pixel-based classification, a supervised
classification using the support vector machine (SVM) classifier was conducted. SVM has
been proven to be a robust and reliable method in many studies [51–54].
The first step of the object-oriented classification was a segmentation of the image,
which produced image objects based on their spectral and textural characteristics. In this
process, we used the algorithm of multi-resolution segmentation and spectral difference
segmentation by equally weighting all four rasters. After the segmentation, a classification
based on thresholds was applied for the bare ground. Training samples were selected
randomly on the remaining unclassified objects for tall vegetation and low vegetation. Finally, based on these selected samples, a nearest neighbor classification was conducted. For
pixel-based classification, a set of polygons (about 100 pixels per polygon) were randomly
chosen on the berm as training samples for the SVM classifier.
To compare these two classification methods, we performed the accuracy assessment
for classification using 47 samples for bare ground, 47 samples for low vegetation and
56 samples for tall vegetation (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Samples distribution for accuracy assessment of classification.

3.4. Stage 3: Terrain Correction
3.4.1. DEM Correction for Tall Vegetation
DEM correction is necessary for areas that are covered by tall and dense vegetation
due to the laser signal blockage. Filtering has been proven to be an efficient method to
generate DEM in vegetated areas [40–42]. The filtering window can be adjusted according
to the terrain complexity to guarantee that the signal can hit the ground and is received
by the terrestrial LiDAR. However, adjustment of the window size is ineffective in large
areas of dense vegetation due to lack of nearby ground, such as the study site in this
research, resulting in significant overestimation of terrain. These errors need correction for
all subsequent usage.
The density of the smooth cordgrass was high, but its height was relatively consistent.
Correction factors can be applied to this kind of vegetation to improve the DEM. However,
in this case, the height of the smooth cordgrass was around 2 m, which was higher than the
scan positions, leading to signal blockage between the scanner and the top of the vegetation.
Consequently, the corrected DEM with the application of a global correction factor was
lower than reality. To minimize the error based on these vegetation characteristics, this
research applied an adaptive DEM correction factor for the areas that were covered by
smooth cordgrass. Fan (2014) [32] explored the relationship between vegetation height
and errors, and he found that the average penetration depth, which was equivalent to the
difference between the grass height and vegetation error, was about 35% of the grass height.
Errors were derived by subtracting the surveyed GPS elevation from the DEM elevation at
the corresponding x/y coordinate. The grass height can be calculated by subtracting DEM
from DSM, so that the errors correlate with the subtraction of DEM from DSM, and the
equation is
Errors = (1 − 35%) ∗ (DSM − DEM) = 0.65 ∗ (DSM − DEM) = 0.65 ∗ DSM − 0.65 ∗ DEM

(1)
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Based on the above correlation, the calculation of errors is feasible and these errors are
adaptive correction factors for DEM correction. In this research, the initial DEM and DSM
were different from reality due to the signal blockage in dense, tall vegetation. Exploring a
new correlation equation was necessary and the adaptive correction factors for this research
were derived with the new equation.
3.4.2. DEM Correction for Low Vegetation
Compared with the smooth cordgrass, the seashore paspalum in the study site was
lower, with an average height of 0.37 m based on the vegetation plot surveys, which was
lower than the scanner’s height. As a result, the laser signal launched from the scanner
could hit the top of most vegetation for a more accurate DSM than DEM. However, most
research applied correction factors based on DEM instead of DSM to correct the DEM when
using airborne LiDAR data. Hladik and Alber (2012) [15] corrected the DEM in vegetated
coastal environments using mean error as the correction factor and improved the accuracy
of LiDAR-derived DEM. They calculated the mean errors for each land cover class by
subtracting the GPS-surveyed elevation from the DEM and averaged them into one single
correction factor.
To correct the DEM in the areas with low vegetation and relatively homogenous crown
height, this research derived the correction factor based on DSM, meaning that the final
DEM was produced by subtracting the correction factor from the DSM. In addition to the
mean error, other statistical parameters, such as 75th percentile error and 95th percentile
error, were tested as well. The correction factor with the highest accuracy was applied
to correct the DEM. After the DEM correction for the areas with low and tall vegetation,
respectively, the corrected DEMs were merged with the DEM of bare ground.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Initial DEM Generation and Accuracy Assessment
After the data processing in RiSCAN PRO, the resulting point cloud was imported
into ArcGIS and interpolated into DEM with the resolution of 6 cm. As the interpolation
process generated artificial surface in blank areas near the edge of the berm, we delineated
the berm according to the data coverage from the point cloud, and cut the initial DEM to
the delineated shape. The raster DEM is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Initial DEM with the resolution of 6 cm.

The elevation range of the initial DEM was 4.07 m, which was much higher than
reality. The overestimation was caused by the blockage of laser signal in the vegetated
areas [55], especially in areas with tall vegetation. The signal could not travel through the
dense vegetation to hit the ground, leading to a relatively higher elevation value than the
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actual ground surface. Due to the signal blocking by dense vegetation, the accuracy of the
generated DEM was uncertain and it was necessary to conduct an accuracy assessment
to evaluate the reliability of terrain mapping results and compare the accuracies before
and after terrain correction [56]. Therefore, a set of GPS recordings was separately selected
for bare ground, tall vegetation, and low vegetation along evenly distributed transects.
As a result, 56 points on bare ground, 61 points on low vegetation and 55 points on tall
vegetation were selected, respectively. These three sets of samples surveyed through the
GPS receiver had an RMS of 0.016 m for horizontal accuracy and an RMS of 0.022 m for
vertical accuracy.
Table 2 shows the results of accuracy assessment, where positive values indicate an
overestimation of elevation values. For bare ground area, the mean error and standard
deviation were −0.003 m and 0.023 m, respectively, demonstrating that the terrestrial
LiDAR was capable of generating a reliable and accurate DEM without the influence
of vegetation. Therefore, the DEM correction was not necessary for the bare ground
areas. However, the mean errors in the low and tall vegetation were 0.377 m and 0.993 m,
respectively, which caused significant errors for subsequent morphological analysis [57].
Therefore, it can be concluded that DEM correction is necessary and critical for densely
vegetated coastal environments [58].
Table 2. Elevation errors of the initial DEM generated from terrestrial LiDAR.
Land Cover

Minimum
(m)

Maximum
(m)

Mean
(m)

Standard Deviation
(m)

Bare ground

−0.067

0.091

−0.003

0.023

Low vegetation

−0.050

0.573

0.377

0.125

Tall vegetation

0.043

1.783

0.993

0.397

4.2. Land Cover Classification
The overall classification accuracies for object-oriented and pixel-based classification
were 92.7% and 82.0%, respectively, with kappa statistics of 0.89 and 0.73. For objectoriented classification and pixel-based classification, the user’s accuracy of individual
classes ranged from 88.9% to 95.8% and from 60.8% to 97.9%, and the producer’s accuracy
ranged from 88.9% to 96.9% and from 74.6% to 88.2%, respectively. The accuracy assessment
proved that the object-oriented method yielded a better classification result, with a higher
overall accuracy and Kappa value. Both classification images are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
4.3. DEM Correction for Tall Vegetation
According to the accuracy analysis of the initial DEM, dense tall vegetation has
significant impacts on mapping accuracy. The study site was classified into tall vegetation,
low vegetation and bare ground. Based on the classification result, the DEM for tall and
low vegetation was corrected separately. Previous research applied correction factors to
modify the classified DEM and achieved a significant improvement [15,16]. This research
applied an adaptive correction factor for tall vegetation based on local conditions. The
adjusted correction factor was decided by exploring the correlation between errors and
the initial DEM and DSM. The construction of correlation involved 800 GPS points in the
tall vegetation to derive the adjusted correction factor. Equation (2) shows the correlation
between errors and the initial DEM and DSM.
Errors = 1.055 ∗ DEM − 0.019 ∗ DSM − 0.284

(2)

The R square of the regression equation was as high as 0.733; Figure 7 shows the
points scattering. With the subtraction of the adjusted correction factor from the initial
DEM for tall vegetation, DEM correction was achieved. Figure 8 shows the corrected DEM.
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Figure 5. Classification result based on the object-oriented method.

Figure 6. Classification result based on the pixel-based method.
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Figure 7. Relationship between errors and initial DEM and DSM.

Figure 8. Corrected DEM for tall vegetation.

4.4. DEM Correction for Low Vegetation
In this research, the correction factor was calculated by subtracting the surveyed GPS
data from the DSM elevation at the x/y coordinate of the GCP and deriving the statistical
parameter. The final elevation was obtained by subtracting the correction factor from the
DSM elevation.
Final Elevation = DSM − Correction Factor
(3)
Representing the average difference between the DEM and GPS elevations, the mean
error was previously applied as a correction factor to successfully modify the DEM [15]. The
mean error works effectively when the vegetation condition in the study area is consistent,
meaning that the errors caused by vegetation block do not vary widely. In this research, the
low vegetation presented a diverse height, leading to a wide range of errors. Consequently,
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the DEM correction with mean error as the correction factor may generate a low-accuracy
product. In addition to the mean error, two statistical parameters derived from errors (the
75th and 95th percentile error) were tested using the mean bias error (MBE) and RMSE.
MBE quantifies the overall bias and detects if the corrected DEM produces overestimation
(MBE > 0) or underestimation (MBE < 0). The DEM correction using the 95th percentile
error (0.58 m) as the correction factor produced the highest-accuracy DEM with the lowest
RMSE and absolute value of MBE among three correction factors (Table 3). We conducted
the DEM correction for the low-vegetation area by applying the 95th percentile error as the
correction factor and generated the corrected DEM (Figure 9). After the correction for both
the tall-vegetation area and the low-vegetation area, all the corrected DEMs were merged
into the final DEM (Figure 10).
Table 3. Accuracy assessment for DEM correction by different factors.
Correction Factor

MBE (m)

RMSE(m)

Mean Error

0.12

0.19

75th Percentile Error

0.10

0.17

95th Percentile Error

−0.06

0.15

Figure 9. Corrected DEM for low vegetation.
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Figure 10. Corrected DEM for the whole study site.

4.5. Application of Existing Correction Methods
Filtering has been proven to be an efficient method to generate DEM in vegetated
areas [59,60]. The filtering window can be adjusted to the terrain complexity so that the
signal can hit the ground and be received by the terrestrial LiDAR. Adjusting the window
size is an alternative method to filter the ground in the vegetated area. A larger window
size could increase the chance of finding a nearby ground and, therefore, could reduce the
error in the estimation of ground elevation. However, this will sacrifice topographical detail.
The accuracy and the spatial characteristics of the terrain surface need to be balanced when
selecting the window size [34]. The manner in which the filter window size impacts the
accuracy of DEM correction was studied for areas with low vegetation and tall vegetation,
respectively. The window size was initially set as 6 × 6 cm2 , the same resolution as
DEM, and then it was increased from 10 × 10 cm2 to 100 × 100 cm2 . The accuracy of the
corrected DEMs at each window size was assessed for low-vegetated and tall-vegetated
areas, respectively, and compared with the results achieved by our methods.
For the tall-vegetation area, the RMSE and MBE decreased gradually with the increase
in the filtering window size, except at 10 cm, where the maximum errors were present.
Even when the window size was set at 100 cm, the RMSE and MBE were still 0.63 m and
0.76 m, respectively (Figure 11), which were too high for topographical analysis, in addition
to a significant reduction in topographical detail. By contrast, the RMSE and MBE were
reduced to 0.17 m and −0.10 m using the proposed method, with a 6-cm window size
(Figure 11). The RMSE and MBE for the low-vegetation area showed the same trend as
those for the tall-vegetation area. With the application of our method, the RMSE and MBE
were also significantly improved to 0.15 m and −0.06 m (Figure 12).
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Figure 11. Error comparison for tall vegetation between results obtained via the adjustment of window sizes and those
obtained using our method.

Figure 12. Error comparison for low vegetation between results obtained via the adjustment of window sizes and those
obtained using our method.
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5. Conclusions
This paper introduces a rapid and flexible terrain mapping solution for densely
vegetated environments by integrating crown structures from terrestrial LiDAR with
terrain samples from GPS. An iterative ground filtering process first generated the initial
DEM with significant overestimation in low and tall vegetation. A terrain correction process
classified the landscape based on the segmentation and the supervised SVM classification
method, then corrected the terrain in vegetated areas based on the errors from the training
samples in the corresponding class.
To improve the accuracy through incorporating vegetation characteristics, this research
proposed a terrain correction method that assigns correction factors through a linear
regression with DEM in tall vegetation and through the 95th percentile terrain error in
low vegetation.
One major challenge in this research is the land-cover classification based on terrestrial
LiDAR, without dependence on historical data or other images, which is critical for the
ever-changing coastal landscapes. The object-oriented classification with four statistic
rasters as inputs can separate the land cover into tall vegetation, low vegetation and bare
ground, which is the basis for the next step of DEM correction. In the process of the objectoriented classification, a threshold-based classification separated bare ground from low
and tall vegetation after the segmentation. Then, a supervised SVM classification classified
the remaining objects into low and tall vegetation. The overall accuracy and kappa value
for object-oriented classification were 92.7% and 0.89, compared to 82.0% and 0.73 from the
pixel-based classification method. The results demonstrate that the object-oriented method
can yield a better classification result. Another challenge of applying this terrain correction
method is the workload of GPS data collection. In this research, the collection of thousands
of GPS points constituted a two-day workload and, in future studies, we will examine
the impact of the reduction in GPS points on the final DEM performance. Other than the
GPS data collection, noise removal is another time-consuming process and the automatic
removal of noisy points may accelerate the processing as a whole.
Based on the classification results, we conducted DEM correction separately for low
vegetation and tall vegetation. For tall vegetation, a statistical correlation between the error
and the original DEM and DSM was applied to correct the DEM. For low vegetation, we
corrected the terrain by subtracting the 95th percentile error correction factor from the DSM
elevation. Both corrected DEMs showed better results than those corrected by the existing
method of adjusting the filter window size. The terrain correction method successfully
reduced the mean error from 0.407 m to −0.068 m (RMSE errors from 0.425 m to 0.146 m)
in low vegetation and from 0.993 m to −0.098 m (RMSE from 1.070 m to 0.144 m) in tall
vegetation. With the high resolution of 6 cm and high accuracy, the corrected DEM is a
reliable data source for further coastal morphological analysis.
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